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ABSTRACT

This  research  pl.oject  attexpted  to  establish  the  reliability  and

validity  of`a  semantic  differential  type  scaling  technique  for measuring

attitude  towards  speech  communication  (talking  and  listening)  in  first

and  second  graLde  s+.udents.     Reliability  was  measured  through  internal

consistency  correlations.    Validity  wa.s  estimated by  correlating  the

children's  scores  on  the  semantic  differential  scale  with  the  classroom

teachers'   assessment  of  the  children's  attitude.

Fifty-five  students  and  four  teachers  were  involved  in  the  study.

Each  child  completed  a  semantic  differential  scale  consisting  of  four

concepts  and  six  bi-polar  adjective  scales  (equal-appearing-intervals ).

The  foul`  concepts  I.epresented  four  different  communication  situations.

Each  teacher  completed  a  rating  scale  evaluating  each  of  his  student's

attitude  toward  speech  communication.     The  teacher  rating  scale  included

categories  similar  to  those  used  in  the  semantic  differential  instrument.

Statistical  analysis  of  the  data  showed that  reliability  and  validity

were  significant  to  the   .051evel  of  confidence.
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Chapter  1

INTRODUCTION

In  1935,  Allport  defined  attitude  as:

.. .a  mental  and neutral  state  of  readiness,   organized  through
experience,  exerting  a  directive  or  dynaric  influence  upon
the  individual's  response  to  all  objects  and  situations  with
which  it  is  related.     (Allport,1935.)

This  has  been  the  standard  definition  from which  I`esearchers  in  attitude

worked  or  fl.om which  they  diver.ged  with  theil`  own  definitions.     Sha.w  and

Wright  (1967)  suggest  that  an  attitude  is:

a  relatively  enduring  system  of  evaluative  affective  reactions
based  upon  and  reflecting  the  evaluative  concepts  or beliefs
which  have  been  leaned  about  the  characteristics  of  a  social
object    or  class  of  objects.

In  the  content  areas  of  I.eading  and  mathematics  at  the  elementary

school  level  there  has  been  extensive  use -of  attitude  scales  in  connection

with  remedial  work  (Gurney,1966;  Waller,1977;  1lealy,1965).     Attitude

is  felt  to  be  closely  connected  to  achievement  in  reading  and  mathematics

(}vthlpass,1953;  Mccullough,1946;  Askov,1973).     Further,   attitude  is  felt

to  be  an  indicator  of  success  in  remedial  work  (Gumey,1966;  Healy,1965).

In  speech  pathology  very  little  has  been  done  in  assessing  a  child's

attitude  towards  speech  communication,  or  in  relating  attitude  to

achievement  or  progress  in  therapy.    Attitude  assessment  in  the  clinical

setting  is  usually  done  informally  according  to  the  individual  clinician's

style  of  therapy:    through  informal  questioning  of  the  child,  or  through

informal  obsel`vation  of  his  behavior.     There  is  a need  for  a  formal

instrument  to  measure  attitude  towards  speech  comrmmication  because

development  of  such  a  scale  should  facilitate  investigation  into  the

importance  of  attitude  in  speech  cormunication.    Attitude  and  attitude

change  carmot  be  measured  adequately  with  informal  assessment  techniques.

i
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This  study  attexpts  to  develop  and  validate  an  instrument  for

assessing  attitude  towards  speech  communication  in  first  and  second  grade

children  that  is  mol.e  ol)jective  than  the  present  informal  techniques.

It  is  felt  that  if  the  instrument  proves  useful  and workable,  norms  can

later  be  estaLblished  so  that  results  can  be  interpreted  in  coxparison  to

other  children  of  the  same  age.

It  is  assumed  that  attitude  towards  speech  communication  is  an

impol`tant  prognostic  indicator for success  in  speech  therapy:    the  children

who  show  a  positive  attitude  toward  talking  may  have  a  better  prognosis

for  therapy  than  those  who  show  a negative  attitude.     This  assuxption  is

derived  from  the  use  of  attitude  instruments  in  I`eading  and  rna.thematics

(Gumey,1966;  Healy,1965)  and  should  be  investigated  as  it  applies  to

speech  therapy.    Attitude  and  its  relation  to  prognosis  is  beyond  the

scope  of  the  pl`esent  study,  which  deals  with  the  development  of  a  valid

instrument .

For  the  purposes  of  this  study,   validity  will  be  estimated  by

correlaLting  the  students'   scores  on  a  semantic  differential  measure  of

attitude  towards  speech  communication  with  the  teachers'   assessment  of  the

students'   attitude.     The  teachers  are  assulned  to  be  capable  of  estimating

the  tl`ue  attitude  of  the  children  toward  colrimunicaticm.     The  hypothesis

to  be  tested  is:    there  is  a  statistically  significant  correlation

( .051evel  of  confidence)  between  the  semantic  differen.t,ial  scale  and  the

teacher  ratings  of  students'   attitudes.

Review  of  Literature

Communication

Attitude  iowa.rds  speech  or  comrmmication  has  been  of  interest  to

several  authors  in  terms  of  group  interaction  and  personal  communication
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style.     Burgoon  and  Burgoon  (1974)  oriiginally  used  a  26  item  Likert-type

self-r`esponse  questionnairie  to  measul`e  a  pal`ameter  they  labelled

"unwillingness  to  communicate''.  They  felt  the  instrument  they  devised

would  measur`e  "un.*illingness  to  communicate"  and  would  pr.ovide  for  pr.e-

diction  of  behavior  in  small  gr`oup  intel`action.    They  developed  hypotheses

concerning  the  foundations  and  characteristics  of  "unwillingness  to

communicate"  from  analysis  of  the  effects  on  cormunication  I)ehavior.  of

anomia,  alienation,  low  self-esteem  and  appr.ehension.    These  personality

var`iables  were  the  theor`etical  bases  of  the  constr.uct,  "unwillingness  to

communicate'' .

The  instrument  `developed  by  Burgoon  and  Bur`goon  (1974)  contains  items

that  indicate  or`  measure  apprehension,  anomia  and  alienation.     Some  sample

items  fr`om  the  r`evised  scale  (Burigoon,  1976)  ar.e:

People  just  pr`etend  to  be  listening  when  I  talk.
I  am  afraid  to  express  myself  in  a  group.
I  feel  nervous  when  I  have  to  speak  to  others.

Bur.goon  and  Burtgoon 's   (1974)  "unwillingness  to  communicate"  construct

is  similari  to  what  is  refer.red  to  in  this  study  as  attitude  towards  speech

cormunication.    Stripping  their  idea  of  its  relation  to  anomia,  apprehension

and  alienation,  it  is  apparient  that  Burgoon  and  Bur`goon  ar.e  trying  to

assess  whether`  or  not  the  individual  likes  to  communicate  in  different

situations.    They  ar`e,  in  addition,  asking  questions  that  lead  to  an  analysis

or  measur.e  of  "why"  these  individuals  do  not  like  to  communicate.

Millard  Bienvenu,  Sr`.   devised  "An  Inter.per.sonal  Communication

Inventor.y"  to  measur`e  ''the  priocess  of  communication  as  an  element  of

social  inter.action"  (Bienvenu,1971).    As  such,  it  is  not  intended  to

measur`e  or  analyze  content  of  communication,  but  to  "identify  patterns,

char.acteristics  and  styles  of  communication"  (Bienvenu,  1971)  the  author

states :



.. .among  other  things,   the  individual's  ability  to  listen,   to
empathize,   to  understand,   to  handle  his  angry  feelings,   to
express  himself ,  and  his  conversational  attl`ibutes  wel.e
explored  (Bienvenu,19'71 ).

The  goals  of  the  test  used  by  Bienvenu  ,   like  those  of  Burgoon  and

Burgoon's  test,   seemed  far  begivond  the  scope  of  the  present  reseal.ch.     An

in  depth  analysis  of  styles  of  communication  necessitated the use  of

complex  questions  which  seemed  far  beyond  the  under.standing  and  attention

span  of  first  and  second  grade  children.

Reading  and  Mathematics

In  the  study,   ''A Semantic  Diffel`ential  for Measuring  Attitude

towards  Mathematics",   Mccallon    and  Brown  (1971)  present  a  sermntic

differential  instl.unent  for measuring  attitude  towards  mathematics.    They

present  this  instruJnent  in  a  validation  study,   for  future  use  in  the

process  of  manipulating  the  variables  involved  in  attitude  change.     In

their  study  Mcoallon    and  Brov\rn  (1971)  begin  with  the  premise  that  attitude

and  attitude  change  play  an  important  part  inthe leaning  process.    It  is

through  the  study  of  attitudes  that  one  leans  how  attitude  affects

behavior  and  how  to  pl`edict  t>ehavior  from  attitude.     They  further  state

that  to  the  extent  that  the  principles  of  attitude  change  ire  ]mown,  it

is  possible  to'  change  behavior  thl`ough  attitude   change..

Gurney  (1966)  inve`stigated  the  hypothesis  that  a  more  positive

attitude  towards  reading  would  result  in  higher  achievement.    I-Ie  contrasted

two  different  methods  of  teaching  reading,  the  traditional  group  text,

appl.oach  vs.   an  individualized  method  (SRA  Reading  Labor.atory).     A  group

of  students  using  the  individualized  approa.ch  showed  a  more  positive

attitude  than  a  similar  group  using  the  group  text  approach.    The

achievement  differences  were  not  significant.



Waller,   Trisman  and  Wilder  (1977)  developed  an  instrument  to  measure

attitude  toward  reading  so  that  they  could  compare  differences  in  attitude

change  and  reading  achievement  gain  in  two  types  of  programs,   compensatory
LEI

and non-compensatory.     Their  findings  showed  significantly  higher  attitude

ga.in  for  some  levels  of  students  in  the  collpensatory  programs,  but  no

significant  differences  in  reading  achievement  gains  between  the  two  types

of  programs .

S\mmers  (1977)  reviewed  a  large  number  of  different  measures  of

attitude  towards  reading  in  an  attelxpt  to  define  the  state  of  the  al.t  in

measurement  of  attitude  towards  reading.     He  explained  some  of  the  I`esearch,

then  criticized  most  of  the. tests  because  they  had  not  followed  some  model

of  the   af.fective  domain,   such  as  Krathwohl's  (1964)  or  had  not  been  based

on  clear  undel`1ying  conceptualization  of  attitude.    Most  of  the  instruments

described  in  his  I.eview  al`e  validated  by  face  validity  (or  some  other

methods  that  S\rmiel`s  finds  less  than  adequate  or  inappropriate).

Semantic  mfferential

The  semantic  differential  was   developed  by  Charles  Osgood  et  al.

(Osgood,   1957)  to  measure  meaning  ol`  semantic  space.     It  has  since  been

used  successfully  to  measure  attitudes  and  attitude  change  (Heise,1970).

Osgood  originally  isolated  three  major  dimensions  in  semantic  space

for  any  concept.     He  labelled  these  dimensions:    evaluation,   activity  and

potency.     In  addition,  he  hypothesized  a  number  of  much  less  significant
I

dimensions  that  he  was  not  able  to  isolate  in  the  original  study:

stability,  tautness,  novelty,  receptivity. ,

In  order  to  measure  the  three  major  dimensions,  Osgood  devised  scales

made  up  of  bi-polar  (opposite)  adjectives.     Each  concept  being  measured

is  rated  according  to  its  closeness  to  one  pole  or  the  other  on  an  equal-
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appeal`ing-intervals  scale.    An  example  of  an  evaluative  scale  is:

very  good                                                                                              very  bad

An  exaxple  of  activity  scale  is  "very  fast-very  slow''.    A poteney  scale

exa]nple  is  "very  big-very  little''.     The  scales  yield  values  for  ea.ch

dimension  and  these  values  are  consider.ed  spatial  points  within  the

dimension.    A  concept  is  thus  considered  to  have  a  particular  location  in

semantic  space  according  to  its  orientation  within  the  thl.ee  dimensions

measured  (Osgood,1957).

In  attitude  research with  the  semantic  differential,  it  was  first

felt  that  the  e`valuative  dimension  was  the  only  one  relevant  enough  to

measure  (Osgood,   1957).     Later  research  indicates  that  three  dimensions

should be  measured  (Heise,   1970)  but  that  the  evaluative  dimension  will

probably  prove  much  more  informative  than  the  others.

The  semantic  differential  has  been  used  reliably  and  validly  with

both  adults  and  children.     The  adjective  scales  have  been  tested  with

childl`en  (Divesta,1969)  and  have  been  used  to  measure  att,itude  towards

reading  and  towards  school  (Greenberg,1965).     The  semantic  differential

does  not  have  to  be  ovel`1y  long  or  difficult.     In  addition,   it  has  an

advantage  over  other  types  of  self-report  attitude  scaling  methods  in

that  it doesnot  have  t,o  be  repeatedly  pretested  and  revised before  actual

use  in  research  (Heise,1970).



Chapter  2

PROCEDURES

~

In  this  research  project,   55  students  in  first  and  second  grade  were

given  a  test  to  indicate  attitude  towal`ds  speech  communication.     Concurrently,

their  teachers  were  asked  to  evaluate  the  students  in  attitude  towards

speech  communication  according  to  the  guidelines:    number  of  times  the

individual  initiates  the  speaking  act  with  his  teacher,  number  of  times

the  individual  initiates  the  speaking  act  with  his  friends  during  recess,

appal`ent  enjoyment  of  talking  with  friends.

Selection  of  Subjects

The  subjects  for  this  study  were  selected  from  four  classrooms,  one

in  Wilkes   County,   N.   C.   (25  students)  and  three  in  Jefferson  County,

Colorado  (30  students).     The  ages  of  the  students  ranged  from  6  years

3  months  to   8  year.s  1  month.     There  were   36  girls   and  19  boys.     The  children

were  not  selected  to  satisfy  any  sexual  balance.     They  came  primarily  from

lower-middle  and  middle-middle  class  families  according  to  the  principals

of  the  schools.

The  study  was  an  attexpt  to  estimate  validity  of  an  attitude  measuring

instrument  and  it  was  felt  that  this  could be  accomplished by  testing

severa.i  groups  of  average  childl.en.     All  four  classes  from which  the

children  were  taken  were  regular  classes  and  consisted  of  students  of

varying  abilities.     No  attempt  was  made  to  exclude  abnormal  children.

In  Wilkes  County  25  students  were  chosen  randomly  from  a  class  of  32

first  grader.s.     In  the  three  classes  in  Jeffel`son  County,  all  children

were  tested  who  had  permission  from  their  parents.     The  children  were  not

chosen  randomly  because  of  a  shortage  of  available  students.

7
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For  the  purpose  of  analysis  all  the  students  were  considered  as  one

large  group  of  55  (Group  I).     The  children  were  not  chosen  from  two

different  geographical  areas  for  any  research  purpose.

Selection  of  Tests

A  semantic  differential  test  and  a  rating  scale  were  devised  and  used.

For  test  and  sea.1e  construction  purposes,   the  researcher  divided  speech

communication  into  "Talking"   and  "Listening".    VJithin  each  of  these

categories,   there  was  a  further  breakdown  into  categories  of  "school

situation"  and  ''non-school  situation''.     This  was  felt  to  be  ixportant  in

order  to  differentiate  those  children  who  disliked  talking  in  school  but

liked  talking  in  other  situations  outside  of  school.     The  four  concepts

used  in  the  semantic  differential  wer.e :

i.     Talking  to  teacher
2.     Talking  with  friends  after  school
3.     Listening  to  teacher
4.     Listening  to  friends  after  school

Kerlinger  (1973)  suggests  that  the  concepts  chosen  for  use  in  the

semantic  differential  be  as  many  and  as  varied  as  is  needed  to  cover  the

semantic  space  fully  (Kerlinger,1973).     In  relation  to  attitude  towards

speech  cormunication,   his  suggestion  would  mean  thaLt  widely  ranging

concepts  bearing  on  (or  i,hought  to  bear  on)  attitude  towards  speech

communication  should  be  used.     Because  of  the  fact  t,hat  the  students  being

tested  were  only  firs.t  and  second  graders  and  their  att,ention  span  waLs

somewhat  limited,   only  foul`  concepts  were  used.

The  five  point  equal-appearing-intervals  scales  used  in  the  test  were:

very  good-very  bad,  very  friendly-very  unfriendly,  very big-very  little,

very  heavy-very  light,  very  fast-very  slow,   very  loud-very  quiet.     (A

full  test  is  included  in  Appendix  A. )
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Kel.linger  (1973)  states  that  scales  (polal`  adjectives)  should  be

picked  for  their  relevance  to  the  concept  being  investigated:    i.e.,

adjectives  should  be  used  which  are  associated  with  the  concept.     For

example,   the  scale  "very  big-very  lit,tie"  is  appropriate  fol`  the  concept

"house",   while  "very  fast-very  slow"  is  not.     The  scales  that  were  used

in  the  present  study  were  selected  for  this  reason,  with  the  exception  of

"heavy-light".     This  scale  has  been  shov\rn  to  have  meaning  to  children  and

a  high  measuring  capacity  (Divesta,1969).

The  children  were  given  the  test  in  groups  of  five.     Instructions

were  read  to  each  groxp  with  exarlples  concerning  how  to  mark  the  test

boxes  to  indicate  their  I`esponses  to  the  test  questions.     (See  Appendix  A. )

During  this  instl`uction  period,   each  child's  paper  was  carefully  examined

to  determine  if  the  child  was  marking  the  appropriate  spaces.     If,   for

instance,  a  child  had  checked  an  inappropriate  response  box  at  this  point,

he  would  have  been  questioned  further  to  make  sure  he  understood  the

pro ce dune .
•A  ten  point  intervaLl  rating  scale  was  devised  to  facilitate  teachers'

ratings  of  their  students'   attitudes.     (A  copy  is  included  in  Appendix  a.)

Because  the  teacher  rating  scale  and  the  semantic  differential  test  were

to  be  correlated  in  the  analysis  of  data,   it  was  necessary  that  the  two

instl.unents  be  structured  a.s  similarly  as  possible  (Parker,1966).     The

same  categories  used  in  the  se]nantic  diffel`ential  were  used  in  the  teacher

rating  scale.     A  category  called  "Talking  with  friends  in  school"  was

used  to  differentiate  between  talking  wit,h  fl`iends  outside  of  school  and

talking  with  fl.lends  in  school.     The  same  differentiation  was  made  in  the

listening  part  of  the  test.    It  was  thought  that  these  additional

distinctions  might  be  impol.tart.
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The  specific  categories  evaluated  by  the  teachers  included:

Talking  with
Talking  with
Talking  with
Listening  to
Listening  to
Listening  to

teacher.
friends  in  school
friends  outside  of  school  or  at  I`ecess
teacher
fl.lends  in  school
friends  outside  of  school  or  at  recess

Before  the  teachers  assessed  the  children's  attitude  towards  speech

communication  with  the  teacher  rating  scale,   attitude  and  attitude  towards

speech  communication  were  explained.     The  following  factors  important  to

a.ssessment  were  discussed:     anount  of  talking,   amount  of  conversation

interaction  initiated by  the  student,  student's  willingness  or  unwilling-

ness  to  interac`t  with  the  teacher  and with  his/her  friends,   general

attitude  during  specific  interactions.

The  teacher.s  were  asked  to   consider  each  category  on  the  teacher

rating  form  separately.     For  each  category  they  wel`e  to:

i.    First,  considering  each  child  separately,  rate  each
child  on  the  I.ating  form  using  a  scoring  system  from  1
to  10,  with  i  equivalent  to  very  bad  attitude  and  10
equivalent  to  very  good  attitude

2.     Second,   independently  and  on  a  separate  sheet,   rank
order  the  childl.en  on  a  continuum  from  bad  to  good

3.     Third,   adj.ust  the  init,ial  ratings  accol.ding  to  the
independent  rank  ordering  so  that  the  ratings  and  rank
order  coincide.

The  average  time  for  administration  of  the  semantic  differential  scale

was   35  minutes.



Chapter,  3

RESULTS  AND  AI4ALYSIS

Semantic  Differential

The  semantic  differential  type  task  employed  in  this  study  was

administered  to  55  children  in  grades  one  and  two.     The  test  was  scored

by  assigning  each  response  category  on  each  five-point  polar.  adjective

scale  a  value  from  0  to  4.     The  polar  adjective  scales  (and  values)

consisted  of :
43

Very  good
4

10
I                                                                                _              _____       ______I

Very  bad

Very  friendly
4

0
I

Very  unf riendly
321

Very  big
432

very  heaLvy

4 ?2
Very  fast
4
I

Very  loud

Very little
0

1

Very  light
10

Very  slcIV

0
'

Very  quiet

A  summary  of  the  mean  scores  of  each  scale  ( classified  by  semantic

differential  factors  -  evaluative,  potency,  activity)  for  all  four

concepts  is  pl.esented  in  Table  i.    Examination  of  this  table  suggests  that

the  children  liked  to  talk  more  than  they  liked  to  listen,  and  that  they

liked  to  talk  and  listen  to  their  friends  more  than  they  liked  to  talk

and  listen  to  their  teachers.

11
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Teacher  Rating  Scale

For  the  puxposes  6f  tabulating  data  and  so  that  compal.isons  could  be

made  between semantic  differential  scores  and  teacher  rating  scores,  the

scoring  system  used  on  the  teacher  rating  scale  was  collapsed  from  i-10

to  0-4,  with  0  equivalent  to  the  original  1  and  4  equivalent  to  the

original  10.     The  0  value  was  used  to  signify  very  bad  attitude;  4  signified

.  very  good  attitude.     The  rating  categories  consisted  of :     "talking  with

teacher",  "talking  with  friends  in  school",  "talking  with  fl`iends  after

school  or  at  recess",  "listening  to  teacher",   "listening  to  friends  in

school",   "liste.ming  to  friends  after  school  or  at  recess''.     A  summary  of

the  mean  scores  for  each  category  is  pl.esented  in  Table  2.

Reliability

The  perforrirance  of  the  subjects  was  examined  for  reliability

according  to  Kuder  Richal.dson  formula  20,   (Downie  and  Heath,1970)  an

internal  consistency  measure  that  computes  an  estimate  of  average

reliability  of  all  possible  ways  of  splitting  a  test  intemally.    In

addition,   reliabilities  were  computed  using  odd-even  correlaLtions  and  the

Spearman  Brov\rn  formula  (hownie  and  Hea.th,1970).     Table   3  shows   these

reliabilities  for  the  entire  test  and  for  the  different  scales:    evaluative,

activity  and  potency.    Analysis  suggests  that  the  test  is  reliable  at  the

.05  level  of  confidence.     The  evaluative  scales  give  the  most  reliable

results ,

Validity

Validity  was  measured  by  correlating  the  children's  responses  with

the  teachers'   ratings.     The  teachers  were  considered  knowledgable
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authorities  concerning  their  children's  attitudes  because  the  teacher.s  had

been  able  to  obsel`ve  the  children  for  almost  a  year.     Table  4  shows  the

correlations  bet,ween  the  semantic  differential  results  and  the  teacher

I.ating  scaLl;-scores.     Data  for  the  categories  "Listening"  and  "Talking"

are  reported  as  well  as  the  col.relat,ions  for  each  concept.     The

correlations  show  the  full  test  to  be  valid  at  the   .05  level  of  confidence.

The  only  concept  correlation  to  achieve  significance  was  "Listening  to

friends'' .
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Chapter.  4

DISCUSSION

The  purpose  of  this  stridy  was  to  creaLte  a  useable,   reliable  and  valid

instrument  for  measuring  attitude  towards  speech  colrmunication.     The

instrument  that  was  developed  appears  to  have  significant  reliability  and

validity.     It  is  in  a  form  and  length  (thirty  minutes)  that  seem wol`k-

able.     Group  administration  is  possible.     It  should  be  pointed  out,  however,

that  even  though  the  correlations  for  reliability  and  validity  were

significant,   they  were  minimally  significant.

The  reliability  figures  a.11  achieved  significance  at  the   .05  level

of  confidence.     The  evaluative  scales  show  the  highest  rel.iability,  with

the  potency  and  activity  scales   somewhat  lower.     One  reason  for  this  may

be  confusion  over  the  meaning  a.nd  use  of  the  adjectives  in  the  activity

and  potency  scales.     The  adjectives  loud,   quiet,   fast,   slow,   wlien  used

in  connection  with  talking  may  have  been  too  situational:    the  child

might  have  remembered  an  oral  confl`ontatlon  with  the  teacher  in  the  moming.

The  adjectives  heavy,   light,  big,   little  may  have  confused  the  children

when  used  in  conjunction  with  talking;   they,may  haLve  wondered  what  heavy

and  big  talking  is.

The  validity  correlations  showed  significant  correlations  in  several

areas.    Most  ixportant  was  the  full-test  validity,  which  was  the  chief

concern  of  this  research.     There  was  significant  correlation  as  well  in

the  "Listening  to  friends"   concept.     This  correlation  was  higher  than  the

full-test  correlation  and  may  be  the  main  reason  the  full-test  correlation

was  as  high  as  it  was.     The  other  concepts  show  lower,  non-significant

correlations  which  might  suggest  a  need  to  rerevaluate  their  usefullness

or  construction.

18
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There  needs  to  be  additional  research  on  this  instrument.     It  is

possible  that  certain  adjustments  and  changes  may  improve  reliability  and

validity.     Fullel`,  more  lengthy  instructions  at  the  outset,   or  use  of

different  polar  adjectives  may  make  the  instrument  clearer,   cut  down  on

confusion  and  misunderstanding  and,   thus,   improve  reliability.     Some  othel`

adjective  scales  rna.y  be  found  more  informative  and  valuable  (and  also

less  confusing  to  the  child)  than  the  ones  used  in  this  study.     For  example,

weak-strong  may  prove  much  better  than  heavy-light.    Also,   in  further

research  it  might  be  feasible  to  consult  the  children  about  the

appropriateness  of  the  adjective  scales.

Another  possibility  might  be  to  experiment  with  scaling  methods  other

than  the  semantic  differential.

Another  area  for  research  inight  involve  examination  of  the  dif fel`ences

between  low  and  high  a-t,titude  children  as  identified  by  this  test.     This

instrument  only  touches  the  surface  of  attitude  and  it  would  be  useful

and  intel`esting  to  try  to  identify  the  underlying  factors  involved  in  atti-

tude.     In  conjunction  with  this,   further  research  might  involve  analysis

of  the  constructs  measured  by  this  test  and  the  teacher  rating  scale,

and  the  differences  between  the   constructs.     Hypotheses  might  be  set  up

and  measured  concerning  the  characteristics  of  "high"  talkers  (those  whose

attitude  is  jud`ged  "positive")  and  ''low"  talkers  (those  whose  attitude  is

judged  "negative" )..     Performance  on  the  semantic  differential  attitude

scale  and  the  teacher  rating  scale  could  be  colxpared  to  performance

on  achievement  tests  and  self-concept  tests,   or  any  othel`  tests.

Rejection  or  acceptance  of  hypotheses  should  be  uniform  for  comparisons

involving  the  semantic  differential  and  the  teacher  rating  scale  if  the

two  measures  do  measure  the  same  construct.     In  addition,   I`esearch  of  this
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nature  will  permit  clearer  definition  of  the  construct  through  fomulation

of  the  theoretical  hypotheses  involved  and  through  ]mowledge  of  acceptance

or  rejection  of  hypotheses.

The  instl.unent  might  also  be  used  with  a  specific  population  of

poor  communicators.     For  example,   the  test  might  be  used  wit,h  or  in

conjunction  with  a  test  of  cormunicativeness  (o`r  a  behavioral  measure  of

the  child's  desire  to  communicate  as  seen  through  his  actions)  and  a  test

of  communica.tive  ability  to  examine  corl.elations  among  the  three  mea.sures,

to  examine  behavior  differences  between  behavior  and  self-repol`ted  attitude,

or  to  genera.te  profiles  of  poor  communicators.

Research  might  attexpt  to  investigate  attitude  as  a  prognostic

indicator  in  therapy.  `  A  study  hypothesizing  certain  outcomes  for  different

scores  or  score  ranges  on  the  semantic  differential  might  be  devised  and

carried  out.     In  addition,   change  in  attitude  during  the  duration  of

therapy  could  be  investigated.

It  should  be  understood  that  this  test  only  measures  what  the  child

says  about  his  attitude  towards  talking  and  listening,  and  that  it  is  a

very  gI`oss  measure.     It  does  not  measure  the   child's  desire  to

colrmunicate  or  his  cormunicative  ability.     It  does  not  go  into  the  reasons

for  the  child's  attitude  toward  talking  and  listening.
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Appendix  A

Children,   I  am  going  to  have  you  think  about  something;   then  I
am  going  to  ask  you  some  questions  about  this  thing.

First,  ..1et's  all  think  about  ice  cream.     Close  your  eyes  and
think  about   ice  cream .... Now,   we   all  ]mow  what  ice   cream  is   and
whether  we  like  it  or  dislike  it.

Everyone  has  his  own  feelings  about  ice  cream.     Some  people
like  pistachio,   some  people  like  peppermint,   and  some  people  like
plain  vanilla.     It's  not  bad  to  like  vanilla.`or  to  dislike  pistachio.
It's  just  the  way  you  feel.     And  everyone  has  their  own  feelings
about  what  they  like  or  dislike.

Now,   we're  going  to  see  if  you  think  ice  cream  is  good  or
bad.     At  the  top  of  the  first  piece  of  paper,   there  is  aL  row  of  t>oxes
exactly  like  the  boxes  hel`e  on  the  blackboard.     Put  an  X  in  the  first
box  (on  the  left)  if  you  think  ice
the  next  box  over  if  you  think  ice
X  in  the  next  box  if  you  think  ice
ol`,   if  you  don'`t  really  care:     you
it.     Put  an  X  in  the  next  box  over
bit  bad.     Put  an  X  in  the  next  box

Alright,   has  everyone  decided
Remember.,   this  box  means  you  think
box  means  you  feel  ice  cream  is   "a
''in  the  middle,   not  good  not  bad''.
and  this  box  means  "very  bad".

Now,  when  you  think  about  ice
"unfriendly".     Look  at  i,he  next  row
you  just  marked.     This  box  (on  the

cream  is  very  good.     Put  an  X  in
cream  is  a  little  bit  good.     Put  an
cream  is  not  good  and  not  bad  -
don't  dislike  it  and  you  don't  like
if  you  think  ice  cream  is  a  little
if  you  think  ice  cream  is  very  bad.
how  they  feel  about,   ice  cl`eam?
ice  cream  is   "very  good".     This
little  bit  good".     This  box  means
This  box  is  "a  little  bit  bad"

cream,   do  you  think  "friendly"  or
of  boxes,   directly  under  the  t)ox

left)  means  you  think  ice  cream
is  very  unfriendly.     The  next  box  means  you  think  ice  cream  is  a  little
bit  unfriendly.     The  next  box  means  you  don't  think  ice  cream  is
friendly  or  unfl`iendly.     This  is  the  box  to  use  if  you  think  ice  cream
can't  be  friendly  or  unfriendly.     The  next  box  means  you  think  ice
cream  is  a  little  bit  friendly.     And  the  next  box  means  you  think  ice
cream  is  very  friendly.

When  you  think  about  ice  cream,   do  you  think  "big"  or  do  you  think
''1ittle''?     Look  at   the  next  roil  of  boxes,   directly  below  the  tiox  you
just  marked.     This  box  (on  the  left)  means  "very  big".     The  next  box
means  ''a  little  bit  big".     The  next  box  means  "in  the  middle,  not  big
and  not  little".     This  is  the  box  to  use  if  you  don't  think  "big"  or  ''1ittle"
when  you  think  about  ice  cream.     The  next  box  means  "a  little  t)it,1ittle''.
And  the  next  box  means  "very  little" .

When  you  think  about  ice   cream,   do  you  think  "heavy"  or  do  you  think
"light".     Look  at  the  next  row  of  boxes,   directly  below  the  box  you  marked.
This  box  (on  the  left)  means  "very  light".     The  next  box  means  ''a  little
bit  light".     The  next  box  means  ''in  the  middle,   not  light  and  not  heavy".
This  is  the  box  to  use  if  you  don't  think  "light"  or  "heavy"  when  you
think  about  ice  cream.     The  next  box  means  ''a.  little  bit  heavy"   and  the
next  box  means   "very  heavy" .

Now,   think  about  ice  cream.     Do  you  think  ''fast"  or  do  you  think
"slow''?     Look  at  the  next  row  of  boxes,   directly  below  the  box  you  just
marked.     The  first  box  means  "very  fast".     The  next  box  means   ''a  little
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bit  fast''.     The  next  box  means  "in  the  middle,  not  fast  and  not  slow''.
This  is  the  box  to  use  if  you  don't  think  ''fast"  or  ''slow"  when  you
think  about  ice  cream.     The  next  box  means  ''a  lit,tie  bit  slow''.     And
the  next  box  means  "very  slow" .

Go  dov\rn  to  the  next  row  of  boxes,   just  below  the  one  you  just
checked.     When  you  think  about  ice  cream,   do  you  think  ''1oud"   or  do  you
think  "quiet".     The  box  on  the  left  means  "very  quiet".     The  next  box
means  "a  little  bit  quiet".     The  box  in  the  middle  means  ''not  quiet,
not  loud''.     This  is  the  box  to  use  if  you  don't  think  "quiet"  or  ''1oud"
when  you  think  about  ice  cream.     The  next  box  means  ''a  little  bit  loud"
and  the  next  box  means  "very  loud''.
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Appendix  8  Teacher`  Rating  Scale

name  of  teacher name  of  student

i.     talking  in  the  classroom  -with  teacher

i
2.     talking  in  the  classroom  -with  friends  and  fellow  classmates

1

10

10

3.     talking  with  f.riends  outside  of  classroom  -  at  lunch  and  recess

i
cl.iberia:

10

30

a.    whether  he  or  she  is  willing  to  talk  and  seems  to  like  to  talk

b.    number  of  initiations

c.    number  of  I'esponses  and  interactions

d.    behavior.  during  interaction  -  whether  behavior  is  positive  or  negative

i.     listening  in  the  classl.oom  -to  teacher

1

2.     listening  in  the  classroom  ~  to  friends

i
3.     listening  to  friends  ~  at  lunch  or  I.ecess

criteria :

10

a.    whether  he  or  she  is  willing  to  listen  and  seems  to  like  to  listen


